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namespace Predis\Connection\Aggregate; /** *

Defines abstract methods for aggregate connections. *
* @author Daniele Alessandri */ interface

ConnectionInterface extends DisconnectionInterface {
} Q: what is the purpose of a pole if we don't use it for
power? I found this in the Real World book by Richard
Hamming: The internal resistance is then determined
from Ohm's law: $U = IR$. We put the power across

the arm and solve for $R$ by using the law of
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conservation of energy: $P = I^2 R = 0 \rightarrow R >
= 1/(3.9\mbox{ }pW)$. Because the power generated
is given by $V \cdot I = U$, the energy output will be

related to the voltage across the arm, which is by
definition equal to $V_0/n$. The internal resistance of
the coil becomes a function of the number of windings
$n$, and thus, of the size of the coil. For information,
the number of windings is equal to $N= \frac{1}{R}$.

I don't understand the meaning of the sentence. The
author says that to the given voltage $V_0$ across the

coil, there is a corresponding current $I$ which is
related by $U=RI$. If this is true, why does the author

says "
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